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Abstract The basic building blocks of communication
are signals, assembled in various sequences and combi-
nations, and used in virtually all inter- and intra-specific
interactions. While signal evolution has long been a focus
of study, there has been a recent resurgence of interest and
research in the complexity of animal displays. Much past
research on signal evolution has focused on sensory
specialists, or on single signals in isolation, but many
animal displays involve complex signaling, or the com-
bination of more than one signal or related component,
often serially and overlapping, frequently across multiple
sensory modalities. Here, we build a framework of
functional hypotheses of complex signal evolution based
on content-driven (ultimate) and efficacy-driven (proxi-
mate) selection pressures (sensu Guilford and Dawkins
1991). We point out key predictions for various hy-
potheses and discuss different approaches to uncovering
complex signal function. We also differentiate a category
of hypotheses based on inter-signal interactions.
Throughout our review, we hope to make three points: (1)
a complex signal is a functional unit upon which selection
can act, (2) both content and efficacy-driven selection
pressures must be considered when studying the evolution
of complex signaling, and (3) individual signals or com-
ponents do not necessarily contribute to complex signal
function independently, but may interact in a functional
way.

Keywords Multimodal signal · Multicomponent signal ·
Communication · Signal design · Signal interactions

Introduction

Animal signals have received a great deal of attention
from scientists across many disciplines, including psy-
chology, neurobiology, ethology, behavioral ecology and
evolutionary biology. While this attention has generated a
large body of information relating to signal design and
evolution, much of the previous research has examined
individual signals in isolation and has often focused on
sensory specialists (animals that rely predominantly on
one sensory modality) [e.g., vision: (Andersson 1982;
Bischoff et al. 1985; Basolo 1990; Petrie et al. 1991;
Brooks and Caithness 1995; Ligon and Zwartjes 1995);
acoustics: (Wells 1977; Ryan 1980; Ryan 1985; Bailey et
al. 1990; Ryan and Rand 1990; Gerhardt 1991)]. As we
understand more about communication in various sys-
tems, we are increasingly confronted with the fact that
signaling generally involves complex behavioral routines,
incorporating more than one signal or related component,
often serially and overlapping, frequently across multiple
sensory modalities (Hughes 1996; Borgia and Presgraves
1998; Møller and Thornhill 1998; Hebets and Uetz 1999;
H�lldobler 1999; Partan and Marler 1999; Rowe 1999;
Rowe and Guilford 1999a; Rowe and Guilford 1999b;
Rowe 2002; Uetz and Roberts 2002). While an interest in
complex signaling within certain taxonomic groups has
been present for some time (see Halliday and Slater
1983), and while many of the ideas in this review are not
new, advances in technology in conjunction with an in-
creased understanding of peripheral sensory systems and
neural processing has resulted in a recent increase of
studies on complex signal function (for review see Can-
dolin 2003). Enhancement of both technology and
knowledge base has also led to new functional hypotheses
of complex signaling. However, despite the escalation in
interest and ideas, there is currently no general framework
uniting these studies. Here, we attempt to bring together
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several functional hypotheses of complex signaling with
the goal of providing a framework within which future, as
well as past, investigations can be placed. This framework
is based upon operational definitions and upon empirical
approaches to studying complex signal function. We be-
gin our discussion by defining the relevant terms.

Definitions

The basic building blocks of communication are signals.
While many, subtly varying definitions of the term ‘sig-
nal’ have been proposed, our definition is based partly on
Markl’s definition of communication (1983 modified
from Wilson 1975):

A signal is a packet of energy or matter generated by a
display or action of one organism (the signaler) that is
selected for its effects in influencing the probability
pattern of behavior of another organism (the receiver)
via its sensory-nervous system in a fashion that is
adaptive either to one or both parties.

This definition embraces two themes common to most
definitions of the term: (1) a signal conveys information
in the form of energy or matter and (2) a signal elicits a
behavioral response in the receiver (Markl 1983; Zahavi
1987; Wiley 1994; Hauser 1996; Bradbury and Vehren-
camp 1998). While signals do not always result in overt
behavioral responses by receivers, they are most easily
studied by assessing their effects on the behavior of the
receiver (Hasson 1994; Maynard Smith and Harper 1995;
Hasson 1997). Since our focus here is on operational
definitions and testable hypotheses, we restrict the term
signal to instances where there is an observable change in
the behavior of the receiver. Regarding the first theme,
perspectives vary as to whether the information need be
of positive value to the receiver. We adopt the position
that information conveyed by a signal need not be useful
to the receiver and can even sometimes lead to behavior
that diminishes the receiver’s performance.

Throughout this review, we use the term ‘complex
signaling’ as an umbrella under which the terms ‘multi-
component signals’, ‘multiple traits’, ‘multiple signal’,
and ‘multimodal signal’ reside. While it is useful to ini-
tially approach a new system in as general a way as
possible, as more knowledge is acquired, more detailed
descriptions may be useful and thus, we will briefly dis-
cuss three categories of complex signaling below.

Complex displays are frequently made up of multiple
components (multicomponent signals), none of which
elicit a receiver response on their own. However, multiple
components may interact with each other or with other
signals to alter a receiver’s response (Hasson 1989;
Guilford and Dawkins 1991), and thus comprise a com-
plex display. While a component may not elicit a receiver
response on its own, it need not be uninformative as
components may be cues that reflect signaler quality, yet
have not been shaped by selection for communication (see

Candolin 2003). Multicomponent signals generally refer
to complex displays in which all of the components are
perceived within one sensory modality (Rowe 1999).

Multiple signals refer to instances where each signal
can elicit a behavioral response on its own. The capacity
for individual signals to elicit responses does not, how-
ever, imply that the signals are necessarily non-interact-
ing. Male coqui frogs, Eleutherodactylus coqui, provide
an example of multiple signaling. Male coqui frogs pro-
duce a ‘compound advertisement call’ consisting of a ‘co’
note and a ‘qui’ note. Using playbacks, Narins and
Capranica (1976) demonstrated that in isolation, the qui
note attracted females while the co did not. In contrast,
males responded to the co note, but not to the qui note
(Narins and Capranica 1976). In this example, while each
signal in isolation elicits a receiver response, the signals
appear to convey different information to different re-
ceivers (‘multiple messages’–’receiver variability’ hy-
potheses below). These signals together comprise a uni-
modal (only one sensory modality) multiple signal.

Multimodal signals are another distinct category of
complex signals distinguished by being composed of
more than one signal in more than one sensory modality
(Scheffer et al. 1996; Hebets and Uetz 1999; Partan and
Marler 1999; Rowe 1999; Hebets 2004). Aposematic, or
warning, displays provide some of the best and most
widespread examples of multimodal signaling (for review
see Rowe and Guilford 2001). Most aposematically col-
ored insects emit odors or sounds in addition to their
colorful patterning when they are approached or attacked
by predators (Cott 1940; Rothschild 1961; Rothschild and
Haskel 1966; Edmunds 1974; Rowe and Guilford 2001).
The use of warning colors is thought to decrease the
probability of predator attack and/or enhance the preda-
tor’s avoidance learning that occurs after an attack (for
review see Schuler and Roper 1992). Many recent studies
have examined how both odor and sound interact with
warning coloration to potentially increase predator aver-
sion (Marples et al. 1994; Marples and Roper 1996; Rowe
and Guilford 1996; Roper and Marples 1997; Rowe and
Guilford 1999b; Rowe 2002).

Courtship signaling is another context in which many
examples of multimodal signaling exist. For example,
within the wolf spider genus Schizcosoa males of many
species simultaneously produce both visual and vibratory
courtship signals (McClintock and Uetz 1996; Scheffer et
al. 1996; Hebets and Uetz 1999; Hebets 2002; Uetz and
Roberts 2002; Hebets 2004). Members of this genus are
especially intriguing since closely related species signal
unimodally versus multimodally (Hebets and Uetz 1999;
Hebets 2002; Uetz and Roberts 2002). While specific
hypotheses of complex signal function are beginning to be
tested directly in this system (Hebets 2004), over the past
10 years, researchers have attempted to elucidate the role
of each signal in female choice across multiple species by
assessing female receptivity to isolated courtship com-
ponents (Table 1). Preliminary studies suggest that the
signal functions may vary across closely related species.
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The frequency and diversity of complex displays in
general and multimodal signals in particular throughout
animal displays is striking and may suggest a particular
advantage to incorporating signals in multiple sensory
modalities irrespective of the ultimate purpose of the
display. In an informal survey of nature guides describing
bird displays, we found that 92% of the 73 species ex-
amined possessed at least one multimodal display within
their behavioral repertoire, with the majority possessing
two or more (Stokes 1979; Stokes and Stokes 1983;
Stokes and Stokes 1998) (Fig. 1). While this summary
includes displays in contexts other than courtship, it only
includes audiovisual displays. Many studies of multimo-
dal signaling focus on systems with obvious audiovisual
displays (Uetz and Roberts 2002; Cooper and Goller
2004; Rosenthal et al. 2004; Hebets 2004), probably due
to the ease with they are identifiable. However, more
examples of multimodal interactions involving olfaction
are being revealed (Jetz et al. 2001; Lindstrom et al. 2001;
Rowe and Guilford 2001; Acquistapace et al. 2002) and it
is likely that there are many more yet to be discovered.
We suspect that olfactory interactions will comprise a

large proportion of future examples of multimodal sig-
nals. We also suspect that as more surveys such as this are
conducted, displays confined to a single sensory modality
may prove to be the exception rather than the rule.

Selection pressure acting on complex signaling

In order for a signal to be successful, whether complex or
not, it must not only convey the appropriate information,
but must also be sent successfully through the environ-
ment and be received and processed in such a way as to
elicit the appropriate receiver response. Guilford and
Dawkins (1991) distinguish two kinds of selection pres-
sures acting on signals, referring to them as content-based
and efficacy-based selection. Content-based selection re-
lates to factors affecting the message or information
content of the signal (i.e., the ‘why’ of the signal),
whereas efficacy-based selection relates to how well the
signal propagates through the environment and how ef-
fectively it is received and processed (i.e., the ‘how’ of
the signal). Although the distinction between these two

Table 1 A summary of results from prior research examining fe-
male receptivity to isolated courtship signals of conspecific males
across six species of Schizocosa wolf spiders. The ‘courtship’
column indicates whether the male’s natural courtship display in-
cludes a vibratory signal only (‘unimodal’) or a vibratory signal

plus a visual signal (‘bimodal’). The values in the columns labeled
‘visual’, ‘vibration’, and ‘visual + vibration’ are the proportion of
females that were receptive to male courtship displays involving
only a visual signal (visual), only a vibratory signal (vibratory) or
the full courtship display (visual + vibration)

Table 2 Content-based hypotheses—function relates to the content or message(s) conveyed in a complex display

I. Multiple messages Different signals provide different information: either different types of information or information about different
aspects of signaler quality
(1) Quality: both signals convey different aspects of signaler quality; referred to in the literature as ‘multiple
messages’
(1a) Static versus dynamic: one signal conveys more static properties (i.e. genetic indicators) while a second
conveys more dynamic properties (i.e., current condition)
(2) Species recognition: one signal conveys species identity while another conveys a different type of information
such as signaler quality
(3) Quality plus: one signal conveys signaler quality while another provides a different type of information such as
signaler location
(4) Receiver variability: different signals are directed at different receivers due to variable receiver preferences

II. Redundant signal Different signals provide the same information, allowing for increased accuracy of receiver response
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‘design components’ is not always clear-cut, it can help us
to organize our thinking about the function of complex
signaling. We additionally consider selection acting on
interactions between signals. Such interactions can be
thought of as resulting mostly from content-based selec-
tion pressure, efficacy-based selection pressure, or a
combination of both. In short, we consider three cate-
gories of hypotheses for the function of complex signal-
ing: content- based hypotheses, efficacy-based hypothe-
ses, and inter-signal interaction hypotheses (Tables 2, 3,

4). While examples in our review include agonistic dis-
plays and warning displays, for simplicity, our predictions
are stated specifically with reference to courtship dis-
plays.

Content-based hypotheses

In many, if not most cases, the ultimate function of a
communication routine is known. For example, courtship

Fig. 1 A survey of 73 bird
species compiled from Stokes
Nature Guide’s. By counting
the number of displays per
species that were described as
having components in more
than one sensory modality, we
found that 92% of species sur-
veyed had at least one multi-
modal display

Table 3 Efficacy-based hypotheses—function relates to the efficacy with which a signal(s) travels through the environment and is
received and/or processed by a receiver

I. Multiple
sensory
environments

Signal transmission and reception is influenced by environmental conditions
(1) Efficacy backup: each signal acts as a backup to the other in the presence of environmental variability
(2) Efficacy trade-off: the transmission characteristics of each signal vary; each one is specialized to overcome a
particular transmission impediment

II. Sensory
constraints

The receiver’s sensory system influences the detection and processing of signals
(1) Parallel processing: multiple bits of information can be processed simultaneously, potentially reducing the latency to
receiver response
(2) Sensory bias for multisensory integration: given the existence of multisensory neurons, a multimodal signal enhances
the neuronal response, thereby increasing the salience of the event
(3) Sensory overload: a signaler can ‘jam’ a receiver’s reception and/or processing system by providing more information
than can be handled by the receiver’s sensory system
(4) Perceptual variability: each signal acts as a backup to the other in the presence of perceptual variability among
receivers

Table 4 Inter-signal interaction hypotheses—function incorporates signal interactions in which one signal alters either the production of a
second signal, or a receiver’s response to a second signal

I. Multitasking A signaler’s ability to generate one signal is constrained by, and thus negatively correlated with, his/her ability
to generate another signal

II. Increased detection
and discrimination

The presence of one signal either increases the probability and/or speed of detection of a second signal,
or increases the accuracy with which a receiver responds to a second signal
(1) Amplifier: one signal increases the probability of detection of the second signal and/or decreases the
detection threshold, making it more conspicuous
(2) Alerting and attention-altering: one signal either alerts a receiver to a second signal, thereby decreasing the
reaction time, or influences the information filtering mechanism of the receiver such that the receiver’s attention
is focused on another signal
(3) Context: the presence of one signal provides a context in which a receiver can interpret and respond to a
second signal
(4) Emergence: a receiver is better able to discriminate among signalers due to the emergent properties of
combining multiple signals in such a way that a new, unique signal is formed

III. Increased learning
and memory

The presence of one signal increases a receiver’s ability to learn and/or remember another signal or the entire
display

IV. Increased deception The presence of one signal decreases the accuracy with which a receiver responds to another signal
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displays function to procure a copulation; warning dis-
plays function to prevent a predator’s attack; begging
displays function to solicit feeding behavior from one’s
parents; agonistic displays function to ward off potential
rivals; and so on. In each case, the displays inform, they
have content. In order for a courtship display to be suc-
cessful, for example, the suitor generally provides a re-
ceiver with information about his/her identity as a con-
specific as well as information about his/her quality as a
mate or parent. Similarly, before an intruder decides to
retreat from a rival’s territory, it assesses its opponent’s
strength, as conveyed by the opponent’s agonistic display.
In this section, we discuss how complex signaling may be
designed to maximize content to the advantage of the
signaler and/or receiver. We recognize two distinct cate-
gories of content-based hypotheses for complex signals,
termed ‘multiple messages’ and ‘redundant signal’ hy-
potheses (Table 2).

Under all content-based hypotheses, to the extent that
more information is better information, receivers should
benefit from assessing an entire complex display as
compared to assessing individual parts in isolation.

Multiple messages

The term multiple messages is used at present more
narrowly than we use it here (Møller and Pomiankowski
1993; Johnstone 1996). Instead of referring only to in-
formation regarding different aspects of signaler quality,
as for example in mate choice (Møller and Pomiankowski
1993; Johnstone 1996), we would like to expand the
category to include any instance involving the transfer of
more than one type of information. Under these hy-
potheses, since each signal conveys different information,
we would not predict the signals to have a tight covari-
ance and in many cases, we would also not predict the
signals to covary with signaler quality (Candolin 2003).

Within this general category of multiple messages,
we outline four hypotheses found in the literature, relating
to specific types of information conveyed: (1) a ‘quality’
hypothesis states that different signals reflect different
aspects of a signaler’s quality (Møller and Pomiankowski
1993; Johnstone 1996), (2) a ‘species recognition’ hy-
pothesis states that one signal reflects species identity
while another indicates another type of information such
as signaler quality, (3) a ‘quality plus’ hypothesis states
that one signal indicates signaler quality while another
provides a different type of information such as signaler
location, and (4) a ‘receiver variability’ hypothesis states
that different signals are directed at different receivers
due to variable receiver preferences.

1. Quality: A quality hypothesis of multiple messages
proposes that each signal reflects a different aspect of a
signaler’s quality. For example, a complex courtship
display may convey multiple bits of information re-
lating to parasite resistance, body size, foraging ability,
parenting ability or quality of a defended resource.

McGraw and Hill (2000) provide an excellent example
with respect to the American goldfinch, Carduelis
tristis, where they found that the black cap of the bird
provides information about social interactions while
the plumage and bill coloration are potential indicators
of intestinal infection (McGraw and Hill 2000). In
black-billed magpies, Pica pica, Blanco and De la
Puente (2002) showed that different aspects of indi-
vidual quality are correlated with tail features, again
potentially providing receivers with multiple pieces of
information about individual quality (Blanco and De la
Puente 2002). In a study of satin bowerbirds, Ptilo-
norhynchus violaceus, Doucet and Montgomerie
(2003) found that a male’s ultraviolet plumage color-
ation conveys information about his feather growth
rate, body size, and level of blood parasite infection.
Independently, the quality of the bower structure that
the male builds conveys information about ectoparasite
load and body size (Doucet and Montgomerie 2003).

1a.Static versus dynamic: Signals may be selected for
their function in relating condition over vastly different
time scales, where an animal conveys both static or
relatively fixed information as well as dynamically
changing information about internal state, intent, or
quality (Candolin 2003). In the field cricket Gryllus
campestris, nymphal nutritional treatment has been
shown to influence the carrier frequency of male calls,
with food-restricted males calling at a higher carrier
frequency (Scheuber et al. 2003b). This nutritional
treatment did not influence chirp rate or chirp intensity
and prior work established chirp rate to be a good
indicator of current condition (Scheuber et al. 2003a).
Thus, carrier frequency in the field cricket potentially
provides information about the signaler’s past condi-
tion while chirp rates provide information about the
signaler’s current condition.

Plumage coloration in birds provides another classic
example of a multiple messages function relating to both
static and dynamic quality information. Carotenoid-based
plumage coloration is highly dependent on diet, as ani-
mals are not known to be able to synthesize carotenoid
compounds (Fox 1976; reviewed in Badyaev and Hill
2000). Melanin-based plumage coloration, by contrast, is
synthesized as a by-product of amino-acid catabolism and
is thus under genetic control and not influenced by
physical condition (Fox 1976; reviewed in Badyaev and
Hill 2000). Thus, the reds, oranges, and yellow color
patches of birds likely reflect current condition or dy-
namic properties while the black, greys and browns likely
provide more static, genetically based information (see
references in Badyaev and Hill 2000). In a recent review
of multiple cues in mate choice, Candolin (2003) provides
additional examples of multiple messages consistent with
the quality hypothesis. An ideal test of this hypothesis of
multiple message function would involve a known ma-
nipulation of signaler quality while tracking signal vari-
ation.
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2. Species recognition: A species recognition hypothesis
states that one signal in a complex display provides
species identity information while another provides
another type of information such as signaler quality.
The evolution of multiple traits has been argued to
result from an ongoing interplay between species and
mate-quality recognition (Pfennig 1998). In swordtail
fish, size cues and ornamentation apparently mediate
mate-quality assessment and species recognition re-
spectively. Females of the pygmy swordtail fish,
Xiphophorus pygmaeus, use the presence of bars for
species identification while using body size as an in-
dication of conspecific male quality (Hankison and
Morris 2002). In anurans, by comparing signal pa-
rameters for calls of conspecific and heterospecific
frogs, Gerhardt (1991) found that some signal param-
eters remained constant, presumably for species iden-
tification, while others varied within and between in-
dividuals, presumably providing information about
individual quality. Further evidence in insects and
anurans suggests that certain properties of acoustic
signals (i.e., pulse rate) function in species identifica-
tion (Ewing 1989; Bailey 1991; Gerhardt 1991) while
other more dynamic properties indicate male quality
(Gerhardt and Huber 2002). In short, the complex
acoustic signals of some insects and anurans consisting
of variation in carrier frequency, pulse rate, and call
length and rate may be the result of selection for both
species recognition and signaler quality.

Selection for multiple messages conveying both spe-
cies recognition and signaler quality may also account for
certain multimodal displays. For example, in choice tests
with the swordtail fish X. pygmaeus, females preferred
heterospecific males over conspecifics in visual-only tri-
als (Ryan and Wagner 1987) but no longer preferred
heterospecifics when presented both with a visual and a
chemical signal (Decaprona and Ryan 1990). In this ex-
ample, it is likely that the chemical signal mediates spe-
cies recognition, while the visual signal mediates con-
specific assessment. A similar example of multiple mes-
sages involves the acoustic courtship display of male
ctenid spiders. The courtship display of Cupiennius salei
consists of acoustic signals generated by two different
body parts: the opisthosoma and the pedipalps. While the
opisthosomal signal appears to convey species identity
information, the pedipalpal signal appears to convey in-
formation about location (Baurecht and Barth 1992). In
this last example, species recognition is grouped with a
signal conveying another type of information, location,
instead of a quality indicator.

3. Quality plus: A quality plus hypothesis of multiple
message function states that one signal indicates sig-
naler quality while another indicates a different type of
information such as signaler location or territory
quality. An excellent example of this is provided by
Candolin and Reynolds (2001) in their work on the
freshwater fish, the European bitterling, Rhodeus ser-

iceus. Females first inspect males based on their be-
havior and their red coloration and are more attracted
to bright males that court vigorously. It is suggested
that the red carotenoid-based coloration of the males
may reflect nutritional condition and thus male quality
(Candolin and Reynolds 2001). However, males dis-
play on and defend a freshwater mussel in which fe-
males ultimately spawn. Offspring survival has been
shown to depend both on mussel species and on the
density of embryos already present (Smith et al. 2000)
and thus, it is important for females to assess mussel
quality as well as male quality. Candolin and Reynolds
(2001) were able to show that females based their
initial approach on male behavior and coloration and
based their spawning decision on mussel quality, ac-
quiring information both about male quality and
quality of spawning location.

4. Receiver variability: A receiver variability hypothesis
of multiple messages states that different signals are
directed at different receivers due to variable receiver
preferences. This hypothesis encompasses situations
where a complex signal may function to convey in-
formation intended for two different receivers, some-
times simultaneously. A common example of multiple
receivers involves male displays in which one com-
ponent is important in male-male competition, while
another is important in female choice (Savalli 1994;
Grether 1996). We should expect complex signaling in
the context of multiple receivers when the different
receivers require different kinds of information. For
instance, if body size information were being con-
veyed to both male and female receivers, a single
signal might suffice. However, if body size was rele-
vant to males but parasite load to females, then some
combination of components or signals might be re-
quired.

Since a signaler can typically distinguish between a
male versus female receiver, and since it may not be
common for both receivers to be present simultaneously,
the above argument for complex signal function may not
always fit a definition of complex signaling. However, if
a signaler cannot distinguish between receivers, a com-
plex display may be beneficial. Receiver variability
within a given category (e.g., variability among females)
is recently gaining more attention by scientists, especially
with respect to mating preferences, as more studies are
suggesting that females differ in what traits they use to
choose their mates. For example, Coleman et al. (2004)
recently demonstrated that female satin bowerbirds, P.
violaceus, of different ages use different male display
traits to make decisions (Coleman et al. 2004). Given that
males can mate with multiple females, and given that
females may vary in their mate-choice preferences, a
complex signal can serve to simultaneously address any
age or stage-specific preferences females may have.
Genotype-dependent mate preferences, where females
choose mates in an attempt to compliment their own ge-
netic make-up, are also suggested to be widespread (for
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review see Tregenza and Wedell 2000). In these in-
stances, again, females are expected to have variable
mating preferences, which could be manifest in prefer-
ences for different male traits. In both of these instances,
males may not have a priori knowledge of what individual
female’s preferences are, resulting in the potential use-
fulness of a complex display.

Multiple messages summary. We have outlined four
possible types of multiple messages, but others may exist.
For example, the food-begging display by nestling birds
likely fits into a type of multiple messages hypothesis not
found in this outline. Nestlings typically combine both
visual and acoustic signals in soliciting food from their
parents. The resulting display influences both the parents’
foraging effort and the offspring’s access to delivered
food. A recent study (Glassey and Forbes 2002) demon-
strated that each signal is responsible for one of these
effects: the acoustic signal regulates the rate at which
parents forage while the visual signal regulates access to
food. This example does not fit neatly into any of the
subcategories we have presented. It is likely that more
types will be found, as more systems are explored.

Redundant signal

A redundant signal hypothesis (Møller and Pomiankowski
1993), or ‘backup signal’ hypothesis as termed by John-
stone (1996), states that different signals provide the same
information and allow for an increased accuracy of re-
ceiver response. Whether in a mate-choice situation or a
potential agonistic encounter, it is often useful to ascertain
as complete as possible an estimation of the overall
quality of a signaler. The redundant signal hypothesis
relies on the premise that signalers are imperfect in their
coding, or in the accuracy, or lack of accuracy, with
which they encode information (Bradbury and Vehren-
camp 1998). The generation of any given signal may
encode one or more condition(s) of a signaler, however,
the coding for any one signal given the pertinent condi-
tion is often less than perfect (i.e., the probability that
signal Sj will be produced when condition Ci is true is less
than one: P(Sj|Ci)<1, sensu (Bradbury and Vehrencamp
1998). In the face of imperfect coding, the total amount of
information sent by a signaler may be increased by
combining multiple signals, which independently encode
the same or similar information (see Bradbury and
Vehrencamp 1998). The notion of imperfect sender cod-
ing implies some kind of constraint on the capacity of any
one signal to convey information perfectly accurately.
Under the redundant signal hypothesis, all signals are
predicted to have a tight covariance and should covary
with signaler quality. While correlation certainly does not
imply causation, currently correlative data are useful in
first exploring potential content-based hypotheses.

Results in a small number of recent studies are sug-
gestive of a redundant signal function of complex sig-
naling. For example, in northern cardinals, Cardinalis

cardinalis, body size and body condition show high cor-
relations with both the red-orange bill color of females as
well as the redness of the feathers under their wings,
suggesting that both signals convey the same information
(Jawor et al. 2004). The female’s face mask pattern,
however, is correlated with the level of intrasexual ag-
gression as well as nestling feeding rate, suggesting that
both the redundant signal and multiple messages hy-
potheses account for the multiple ornaments of female
northern cardinals (Jawor et al. 2004). The courtship
signals in zebra finches may also constitute an example of
redundant signaling due to imperfect coding. Both beak
color and song rate of zebra finches appear to provide the
same information about the signaler. Males that have ei-
ther redder beaks or higher song rates seem to be in better
condition, and thus represent higher quality mates (Birk-
head et al. 1998). Presumably, a receiver that is allowed to
assess both beak color and song rate gains more precise
information about overall signaler quality than would a
receiver that assessed only one or the other signal. Sim-
ilarly in curassow, knob height, wattle height, and wattle
width are all partially independent indicators of male age;
a trait used by females to make mating decisions (Buch-
holz 1991). Taken together, these cues may provide a
better estimate of male age than any one in isolation.

Multiple colors involved in signaling displays can of-
ten represent different carotenoid components, each in-
dependently conveying information about an individual’s
foraging ability (Wedekind et al. 1998; Grether et al.
1999). Two groups of carotenoids found in fish, asta-
xanthin and tunaxanthin/lutein, contribute to red and
yellow colors, respectively (Wedekind et al. 1998). Fe-
males choosing males based on this complex signal may
gain more precise information about foraging ability than
a single signal would permit (Wedekind et al. 1998). In
this example, a multiple messages hypothesis may con-
ceivably be more appropriate. If a receiver evaluates the
specific foraging abilities of signalers based upon the
different carotenoids, then we would interpret this for-
aging example as a multiple messages example of quality,
with different carotenoids providing different information
about different aspects of foraging.

Redundant signaling may also prevent signalers from
cheating, allowing a receiver to accurately assess a sig-
naler even when presented with contradictory evidence.
For example, one component of a complex signal may be
more easily exaggerated than another and thus an as-
sessment of multiple signals may provide a more accurate
assessment of over-all signaler quality. In a classic study,
Zuk et al. (1993) manipulated the color and/or length of
male red jungle fowl combs (Gallus gallus) and con-
ducted female mate-choice trials. Females were shown to
ignore the manipulated characters and rely instead on
secondary sexual characters that had previously been of
secondary importance. The authors suggest that when
presented with contradictory evidence, females ignore the
anomalous character and rely on other traits.
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Efficacy-based hypotheses

Whereas content-based hypotheses of complex signal
function focus solely on the message(s) conveyed by a
complex signal, efficacy-based hypotheses address factors
that influence the production, transmission, reception, and
processing of complex signaling, such as the environment
through which signals travel or the sensory system of the
intended receiver (Table 3). In contrast to content-based
hypotheses, pure efficacy-based hypotheses of complex
signal function are frequently more amenable to empirical
tests and experimental manipulations.

Multiple sensory environments

Candolin (2003) introduced the term ‘multiple sensory
environment’ to address situations where signal trans-
mission and reception is influenced by environmental
conditions. We outline two hypotheses within this cate-
gory in which the environment through which a signal(s)
travels influences signal function: (1) an ‘efficacy back-
up’ hypothesis states that multiple signals act to back each
other up in the presence of environmental variability, and
(2) an ‘efficacy trade-off’ hypothesis states that the
transmission characteristics of each signal are designed to
overcome a particular transmission impediment. Under
both hypotheses, the main prediction is that receiver re-
sponse will vary across environmental conditions.

1. Efficacy backup: An efficacy backup hypothesis states
that each signal acts as a backup to the other in the
presence of environmental noise. Under this hypothe-
sis, each signal is sufficient to elicit the desired re-
ceiver response, and across all environmental condi-
tions, the probability of receiver response should be
greatest when both signals are present compared to
when either signal is in isolation: across all environ-
mental situations, the probability of response (r) to the
complex signal (a, b)>r(a) or r(b). Since each signal
conveys the same information under this hypothesis,
the signals should have a tight covariance.

Animal signals must be detected against a background
of environmental noise and, as such, many signaling
systems appear to be adapted to cope with noise. Varia-
tion in the nature of environmental noise, however, poses
a special challenge for signal efficacy. A multitude of
factors such as light level, humidity, wind speed and di-
rection, background levels of noise resulting from com-
munication by competitors, and physical obstacles vary
both temporally and spatially. In some cases, animals do
not require complex signaling to cope with such variation.
For instance, some animals signal only at a particular time
of day, under particular environmental conditions, or from
specific locations. The tawny owl, Strix aluco, for ex-
ample, tends to call mostly in dry conditions resulting in
an almost 70-fold advantage in calling range compared to
when calling in rainy conditions (Lengagne and Slater

2002). In windy conditions, many birds increase the
number of calls emitted as well as the number of syllables
per call (Lengagne et al. 1999). In response to various
levels of white noise, zebra finches, Taeniopygia guttata,
increase their amplitude levels (Cynx et al. 1998). By
calling at night, the bladder grasshopper, Bullacris
membracioides, increases its acoustical transmission
range by 1.5–1.9 km (Van Staaden and Romer 1997).

While animals can increase their signal range, or in-
crease their signal to noise ratio by changing their be-
havioral patterns, or by altering the signal itself, such
strategies can be constraining and/or difficult. The use of
multiple signals, in which the same information is sent
using more than one signal with differing transmission
properties, might be an alternative means of coping with
spatial and temporal variability. In essence, one signal
backs up the other signal in the face of unpredictable
variation in environmental noise. As such, redundancy in
the information conveyed in complex signals need not
necessarily reflect the effects of content-based selection,
but can instead result from efficacy-based selection.

Key to this hypothesis is variability in the pattern of
environmental stimuli affecting transmission and recep-
tion of signals. For instance, Endler (1992) discusses
different ways in which the conspicuousness of a color
pattern can be maximized under different environmental
conditions. Individuals courting in shaded forests are most
conspicuous if they display with red and orange pigments,
while individuals courting in shaded woodlands are most
conspicuous if they display with blue or blue-green pig-
ments (Endler 1992). In a study of lekking birds in French
Guiana, three different species (Rupicola rupicola, Cor-
apipo gutturalis, and Lepidothrix serena) were shown to
display under light conditions that maximized their con-
spicuousness (Endler and Thery 1996). Similarly, differ-
ent populations of an anolis lizard, Anolis cristatellus,
were shown to have differences in their dewlap design
related to differences in signal detectibility in mesic
versus xeric environments (Leal and Fleishman 2004). In
the above examples, signalers could potentially signal
maximally in all environmental conditions by using
multiple signals, each specialized for a different micro-
habitat.

Additional support for the efficacy backup hypothesis
has been obtained for courtship in wolf spiders. The wolf
spider Schizocosa retrorsa, a species with both visual and
vibratory courtship signals (Hebets et al. 1996; Hebets
and Uetz 1999) can procure just as many copulations in
the dark as compared to light conditions, and on granite
(which does not transmit vibratory signals) as compared
to filter paper (Fig. 2). Use of a multimodal display may
allow males to court both during the day and at night,
potentially doubling the amount of time during which he
can attract a mate. In addition, if a male were to find
himself on a substrate that damps the vibratory signals, he
could potentially still mate effectively so long as light is
available. The use of multiple signals then, specifically in
different sensory modalities, could allow a message to be
transmitted and received successfully under a variety of
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environmental conditions. Several other species within
the wolf spider genus Schizocosa utilize both visual and
vibratory signals to varying degrees and future studies
within this genus may provide more examples of efficacy-
based backup signals (Table 1).

As with the redundant signal hypothesis, an efficacy
backup signal hypothesis is based on imperfect informa-
tion coding (Bradbury and Vehrencamp 1998). However,
in this case, imperfect coding relates not to constraints on
sender coding but to signal degradation and attenuation as
signals travel through the environment. While both the
redundant signal and the efficacy backup signal hy-
potheses propose a benefit to sending redundant infor-
mation, the underlying reasons are different. The redun-
dant signal hypothesis proposes that additional signals
increase the reliability of the message’s content while the
efficacy backup hypothesis proposes that additional sig-
nals increase the probability of receiver response across a
variety of environmental conditions.

2. Efficacy trade-off: The essence of the efficacy trade-
off hypothesis is that different signals of a complex
display convey the same information but solve dif-
ferent problems in signal efficacy. This hypothesis
supposes that, in some cases, no single component or
signal can maximize efficacy on all counts. One
component might maximize communication range,
whereas another may be easiest to localize, while yet
another may be processed most effectively, once re-
ceived.

Clear examples of trade-offs involving communication
range and localization exist in many courtship commu-
nication systems. In a recent study examining the function
of vocal sac movements in túngara frogs (Physalaemus
pustulosus), results of a video playback experiment sug-
gest that the visual signal presented by the vocal sac in-
flation facilitates localization of a calling male in a group

of chorusing males (Rosenthal et al. 2004). While the
acoustical signal is detectable over greater distances than
the visual signal, the visual signal is more localizable than
the acoustical signal.

In the Mediterranean fruit fly, males in leks release a
long-distance pheromone; once females arrive, visual and
acoustic signals facilitate localization and mediate female
choice. In fireflies, Pleotomus pallens, females produce a
pheromone that is used as a long-range attractant and
simultaneously emit a photic signal (a glow) that directs
males to the specific location of the female (Lloyd 1971).

Sensory constraints

While the multiple sensory environments category of
hypotheses addresses how the environment influences
signal transmission and reception, the ‘sensory con-
straints’ category of hypotheses relates to how the re-
ceivers detect and process signals. We outline four hy-
potheses encompassed by the efficacy-based sensory
constraints category of complex signal function: (1) a
‘parallel processing’ hypothesis states that multiple bits of
information can be processed simultaneously, potentially
reducing the latency to receiver response, (2) a ‘sensory
bias for multisensory integration’ hypothesis states that
given the existence of multisensory neurons, a multimo-
dal signal enhances the neuronal response, thereby in-
creasing the salience of the event, (3) a ‘sensory overload’
hypothesis states that a signaler can ‘jam’ a receiver’s
reception and/or processing system by providing more
information than can be handled by the receiver’s sensory
system, and (4) a ‘perceptual variability’ hypothesis states
that each signal acts as a backup to the other in the
presence of perceptual variability among receivers.

1. Parallel processing: The parallel processing hypothesis
states that multiple bits of information can be pro-

Fig. 2 The proportion of pairs of the multimodal signaling wolf
spider Schizocosa retrorsa that successfully copulated in environ-
ments consisting of independent manipulations of the visual envi-
ronments (light vs dark : visual signal present vs absent) and vi-

bratory environment (granite substratum vs filter paper : vibratory
signal present vs absent). Equal proportions of pairs mated under
each condition, providing potential support for an efficacy backup
hypothesis
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cessed simultaneously, thus reducing the latency to
receiver response by using independent processing
pathways. In the field of neurobiology, parallel pro-
cessing is presented as one potential solution to prob-
lems associated with spike-train variability (Ronacher
and Rudiger 2000). Parallel processing is known to be
important in different neuronal evaluating processes,
for example, in the grasshopper Chorthippus bigut-
tulus, directional hearing and pattern recognition in-
volve parallel processing of the same input functions
(Von Helversen 1984). While long temporal process-
ing can also help overcome spike train variability, in a
recent study on C. biguttulus, individuals were shown
to be able to extract the necessary information for di-
rectionality and pattern recognition from a greatly
shortened signal (250 ms), and the authors suggest that
these grasshoppers relinquished the benefits of long
temporal integration in lieu of parallel processing
(Ronacher and Rudiger 2000). Here, we suggest that
time benefits of processing various components of a
display in parallel may promote the evolution of
complex signals.

2. Sensory bias for multisensory integration: The multi-
sensory integration hypothesis states that given the
existence of multisensory neurons in animal systems, a
multimodal signal enhances the multisensory neuronal
response, thereby increasing the salience of the event.
While systems exist in which individual sensory
modalities are received and processed separately, there
also exist multisensory neurons, which pool informa-
tion from multiple sensory modalities. In the cat, for
example, visual, auditory, and somatosensory inputs
converge onto multisensory neurons and in a study
assessing the spatial determinants of multisensory in-
tegration, it was found that the average receptive-field
overlap for visual-auditory neurons was 85% (Mered-
ith and Stein 1996). In this study, when a combined-
modality stimulus was used, the multisensory response
was enhanced on average 148% in 87% of the trials,
suggesting that combined stimuli presumably coming
from the same event integrate to increase the salience
of that event (Meredith and Stein 1996). This enhanced
neural response represents another potential function
of complex signaling. While this hypothesis requires
direct neurophysiological tests, it also requires an
evolutionary framework. As stated, this hypothesis
assumes that multisensory neurons came first, pre-
sumably selected for via natural selection. In essence,
this is a sensory bias hypothesis of complex signal
evolution and must be tested with regards to phylo-
genetic relationships.

3. Sensory overload: The sensory overload hypothesis
states that a signaler can jam a receiver’s reception
and/or processing system by providing more informa-
tion than can be handled by the receiver’s sensory
system. This hypothesis is most easily thought of in
terms of mate choice and sexual conflict (Holland and
Rice 1998). Until now, most hypotheses discussed
have assumed that signals have, in part, evolved to

improve a receiver’s capacity to detect and process a
signal. If one accepts that signaling strategies do not
necessarily benefit a receiver, the possibility arises that
complex signals are employed not to relax constraints
on information flow, but rather to exploit them (Hol-
land and Rice 1998). For example, complex signals
may potentially be used to overwhelm a receiver’s
ability to process information. If a desired response on
the part of the signaler is no overt response at all, then
use of multiple signals across sensory modalities may
obstruct a receiver’s capacity to process information,
inhibiting a behavioral response. In some cannibalistic
animals, a male’s behavior in courtship seems de-
signed in part to prevent a female from killing and
eating him, in other words, to inhibit a behavioral re-
sponse. In some spiders, for example, a male mounts
only when a female assumes a sedentary position
(Hebets, personal observation). Such a position may
constitute a ‘freeze’ response that males achieve by
overwhelming a female’s capacity to process stimuli
and take decisive action. If true, we would expect that
during the time that a multimodal signal is being re-
ceived, receivers should not respond to other stimuli
occurring in the same sensory modalities. Isolated
components of the complex signal, in contrast, should
not reduce responsiveness, or at least not to the same
degree.

4. Perceptual variability: The perceptual variability hy-
pothesis states that each signal backs the other up in
the presence of perceptual variability among receivers.
This hypothesis proposes that parts of the complex
signal differ in terms of their capacity to be detected
and processed by one receiver versus another. In hu-
mans, it is well known that individuals vary in their
ability to detect stimuli in various modalities. Indi-
viduals vary in visual acuity, with some requiring
corrective lenses as a visual aid. Other individuals
have good visual acuity at least while young, but have
difficulty hearing and may even rely on hearing aids. It
is not unreasonable to suppose that individuals in
nonhuman species also vary in sensory competence. If
so, multimodal signaling, in which the same message
is sent in different modalities, could permit signalers to
reach a broader audience.

In comparison to the efficacy backup hypothesis, it is
not the external environment that influences signal effi-
cacy under the perceptual variability hypothesis, but ra-
ther the receiver’s internal milieu. Such receiver vari-
ability may extend beyond the level of sensory detection
to any internal process that affects the efficacy of a re-
ceiver’s response. If receivers vary in their capacity to
process information in various modalities, then multi-
modal signaling would again permit signalers to reach a
broader audience. The receiver variability hypothesis (see
above) proposed that complex signals are designed to
send different messages to different types of receivers.
The perceptual variability hypothesis also proposes that
different components of a complex signal are aimed at
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different receivers, however, in the latter instance; com-
ponents of the complex signal differ not in terms of in-
formation content but in terms of their capacity to be
detected and processed by one receiver versus others.

In a recent review of spike trains and the processing of
temporal patterns of acoustic signals, Ronacher et al.
(2004) discusses variations in receiver properties
(Ronacher et al. 2004). In one grasshopper study females
showed significant variation in response to changes in the
onset and offset of male songs. One group of females did
not respond to models with a small offset but increased
their response by 40% if the offset was increased, while
another set of females responded strongly to the model
with the small offset (Balakrishnan et al. 2001). Balakr-
ishnan et al. suggest that the variability seen in responses
between the groups of females is due to differences
among females at the neural level (Balakrishnan et al.
2001).

Several other studies exist that have shown intraspe-
cific variation in sensory sensitivity (Jacobs et al. 1993;
McDonald and Hawryshyn 1995). This variation may
reflect not only genetically based variation (Endler et al.
2001) but also ontogentically based variation. Receivers
vary in age, internal state and recent experience, all of
which may affect their competence to process information
(Reid and Weatherhead 1990; Grahn and Vonschantz
1994; Gong and Gibson 1996; Marchetti 1998; Hebets
2003).

Inter-signal interaction hypotheses

Our discussions of how content and efficacy-based se-
lection pressures influence complex signal evolution have
thus far assumed that one component or signal of a
complex display is independent of the others, meaning
that each signal does not alter the production, transmis-
sion, reception or processing of another signal. However,
it is unlikely that signals within a complex display always
act independently. In the remainder of this review, we
address what we feel to be the most intriguing category of
complex signaling hypotheses: hypotheses derived from
inter-signal interactions.

In most instances, an inter-signal interaction occurs
when the presence of one signal or component alters the
receiver’s response to a second signal or component. This
could be a change in the probability of response, the
timing of response, or the degree of response. In other
instances, signals can interact in such a way as to produce
an entirely new response, a phenomenon termed ‘emer-
gence’ by Partan and Marler (1999). Inter-signal inter-
action hypotheses can reflect both content-based and ef-
ficacy-based selection pressures, although the latter may
be more common (Table 4).

Male satin bowerbirds, P. violaceus, provide a good
example of interacting male display traits. Male satin
bowerbirds have courtship displays that consist of phys-
ical traits such as bower quality and decoration as well as
behavioral traits such as intensity of courtship displays.

While females prefer males that display intensely (Borgia
and Presgraves 1998; Patricelli et al. 2002; Patricelli et al.
2003), displays that are too intense are likely to repel
females (Patricelli et al. 2002). Patricelli et al. (2003)
recently demonstrated that the presence of decorations at
a bower can reduce the female’s perceived threat level
from a courting male, allowing a male to increase his
courtship intensity. In other words, the physical display
traits (bower decorations) seem to facilitate the expression
of more intense—and thus more attractive—behavioral
displays by increasing female ‘comfort’ in early court-
ships. This system provides an example of inter-signal
interactions in which one signal facilitates the other.
Candolin (2003) provides an excellent review of other
recent studies showing inter-signal interactions in court-
ship displays. Below we outline four main categories of
hypotheses relating to inter-signal interactions.

Our first category of inter-signal interaction hypothe-
ses is ‘multitasking’. A multitasking hypothesis states that
a signaler’s ability to generate one signal is constrained
by its ability to generate a second signal, making gener-
ation of both signals difficult and therefore potentially
useful in assessing signaler quality. Our second category
of inter-signal interaction hypotheses is ‘increased de-
tection and discrimination’. Within this category, the
presence of one signal either increases the probability
and/or speed of detection of a second signal, or increases
the accuracy with which the receiver responds to a second
signal. Our third category is ‘increased learning and
memory’, in which the presence of one signal increases
the ability to learn and/or remember another signal, or the
entire display complex. And, the fourth category, labeled
‘increased deception’, states that the accuracy of receiver
response is decreased by a complex signal, as compared
to the response to either signal in isolation.

Multitasking

The multitasking hypothesis states that a signaler’s ability
to generate one signal is constrained by, and thus nega-
tively correlated with, his/her ability to generate another
signal. This interaction where the production of one signal
interferes with the production of a second makes the
generation of both signals difficult and thus potentially
informative about signaler quality. This hypothesis sug-
gests that complex signaling is itself an indication of
signaler fitness. Under this hypothesis, component signals
are predicted to have a tight covariance, but unlike the
redundant signal hypothesis, the covariance should be
negative.

Signals are typically costly and difficult to produce
(Hasson 1994), and multiple signals are presumably even
more costly than are single signals. Additionally, the
production of signals or signal components may trade off
against each other, making the successful combination
even more difficult to produce. For example, male brown-
headed cowbirds appear to synchronize their most elab-
orate visual components of their display with long periods
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of silence due to adverse biomechanical effects of
movement on song production (Cooper and Goller 2004).

The best example of a signal production trade-off has
been demonstrated for trill rate and frequency bandwidth
in bird songs. The broader the frequency bandwidth of a
song, the slower the trills produced at that bandwidth
(Podos 1997). This trade-off may have a significant im-
pact on the attractiveness of a male’s song. When a trade-
off between syllable rate and frequency bandwidth was
circumvented by synthesizing songs artificially, females
significantly preferred playbacks in which there was an
exaggerated combination of syllable rate and large
bandwidth (Draganoiu et al. 2002). Draganoiu et al.
(2002) argued that females are more attracted to these
calls because a male that can simultaneously produce high
trill rates and a large bandwidth must be a highly fit male.
This idea falls in line with the reliable indicator hypoth-
esis (Zahavi 1975). Signalers that can perform multiple
tasks simultaneously, especially if they are unusually
difficult to do simultaneously (like patting your head with
one hand and rubbing your belly with the other, or
walking and chewing gum at the same time), and that can
perform them well, conceivably represent higher quality
individuals. Their concurrent signaling may indicate a
general ability to multi-task, and it is intuitively appealing
to think that multi-tasking has fitness value. It is also
exciting to think about the possibility of overcoming the
problems associated with multitasking by coordinating
one’s activity with another, as is seen in the male coor-
dinated complex displays of long-tailed manakins.

Increased detection and discrimination

This category of hypotheses states that the presence of
one signal either increases the probability and/or speed of
detection of a second signal (increased detection), or in-
creases the accuracy with which the receiver responds to a
second signal (increased discrimination). The detectabil-
ity of a signal refers to the ease with which the signal can
be detected against its background (Guilford and Dawkins
1991), while the discriminability of a signal refers to the
ease with which subtleties of a signal are distinguished.
Several efficacy-based hypotheses discussed above dealt
with selection for increased signal detection (i.e., ‘backup
signals’, ‘efficacy trade-offs’). Here we explore the pos-
sibility that signal detection and discrimination are con-
sequences of inter-signal interactions. While this general
category of hypotheses was referred to by Candolin
(2003) as ‘amplifiers’ (see also Hasson 1991), we suggest
that amplifiers are just one way in which signals can in-
teract to increase detection and discrimination and thus,
we distinguish five hypotheses within this general cate-
gory: (1) an ‘amplifier’ hypothesis states that one signal
increases the probability of detection of another signal
and/or decreases the detection threshold (i.e., increases
conspicuousness), (2) an ‘alerting and attention-altering’
hypothesis states that one signal either alerts a receiver to
the presence of another signal, thereby decreasing the

receiver’s reaction time and/or increasing the probability
of receiver response, or influences the information fil-
tering mechanism of the receiver such that the receiver’s
attention is focused on another signal, (3) a ‘context’
hypothesis states that the presence of one signal provides
a context which allows for the receiver to accurately in-
terpret another signal, and (4) an ‘emergence’ hypothesis
states that discrimination is increased through the com-
bination of signals which generate entirely new, unique
signals.

1. Amplifier: An amplifier hypothesis states that one
signal increases the probability of detection and/or
discrimination of a second signal, essentially making it
more conspicuous. It has been well established that
some signals act as amplifiers without conveying ad-
ditional information (Hasson 1991). Visual ornaments
are often added to moving parts in order to make the
movements more detectable. For instance, male anolis
lizards signal by raising and lowering a brightly col-
ored dewlap in a variety of signaling contexts.
Fleishman (2000) demonstrated that the bright colors
of the dewlap increase a receiver’s detection of the
movement (Fleishman 2000). Similarly in Schizocosa
wolf spiders, ornamentation found on the forelegs of
males of certain species has been proposed to increase
the effectiveness of the leg waving display in eliciting
female receptivity (Hebets and Uetz 2000). The addi-
tion of visual ornaments such as black pigmentation or
brushes does not increase receiver response in species
that lack movement; however, when visual ornaments
are added to males in species that possess a leg waving
display, female receptivity is increased markedly
(Hebets and Uetz 2000). The amplifier hypothesis
predicts a change in the receiver’s reception or deci-
sion threshold, not simply a warning of another signal
to come.

2. Alerting and attention-altering: An alerting hypothesis
states that one signal alerts a receiver to the presence
of a second signal, thereby decreasing the receiver’s
reaction time and/or increasing the probability of re-
ceiver response. This alerting function may involve
sensory priming or simply altered orientation and
typically relies on a sequential perception of a complex
display. An alerting signal is generally easily detected
against the background. The multimodal nuptial sig-
nals of male sticklebacks (Culaea inconstans and
Gasterosteus aculeatus) are argued to provide exam-
ples of a multimodal alerting function. Female stick-
lebacks are alerted to the presence of a male by an
olfactory signal before he can be seen, which pre-
sumably increases the detectability of the visual signal
(McLennan 2003). While this study only explored fe-
male responses to isolated olfactory signals, in order to
test an alerting function, one needs to examine the
probability of, and latency to, a receiver response to a
subsequent signal both in the presence and absence of
the putative alerting signal. Furthermore, in this ex-
ample, as the olfactory signal has a greater signal
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range, this multimodal signal may also function to
overcome the efficacy trade-off of range and local-
ization.

An attention-altering hypothesis suggests that the
presence of one signal influences the information filtering
mechanism of the receiver such that the receiver’s at-
tention is focused on another signal. Here, attention refers
to all the information that a receiver processes at any
given time (Dukas 2002). Since organisms are regularly
faced with the possible perception of more stimuli than
can be processed at once, they must filter out information
and focus attention on what seems pertinent at the time;
this process is called selective attention. Examples of
attention-altering stimuli are becoming more and more
common, especially in studies of primates. It has long
been known that the addition of visual cues significantly
improves comprehension of auditory cues (Sumby and
Pollack 1954). Recent human studies have now also
shown that tactile stimulation can enhance visual cortex
activity (Macaluso et al. 2000). And visual discrimination
has been shown to improve in the presence of tactile
stimulation (Spence et al. 1998). These studies, and oth-
ers, suggest that one signal can increase the degree to
which a receiver focuses attention on another sensory
field, and by doing so, improves discrimination within
that field.

Features of a male wolf spider display, S. uetzi, are
also suggestive of an attention-focusing mechanism. In
assessing female receptivity responses to video playbacks
in which the male foreleg morphology was manipulated
into three phenotypes, S. uetzi female receptivity was
found to be independent of the video stimuli (Hebets and
Uetz 2000). In a second study, however, females were
shown these same video sequences simultaneous with the
presence of a live male courtship vibration. In the pres-
ence of the courtship vibration, females were more re-
ceptive to video playbacks of more ornamented males
(Hebets 2004), suggesting that the presence of a courtship
vibration potentially increases a female’s visual attention.
A follow-up study revealed that the vibratory courtship
signal of a male also causes females to be more suscep-
tible to a visual threat from above (Hebets 2004). The
increased vulnerability likely results from the attention-
altering influence of the vibratory signal: vibratory
courtship signals cause females to focus their visual at-
tention either forward, or specifically on the image of a
courting male (Hebets 2004).

While we combine alerting and attention-altering
into one category in this review, we do feel that there are
subtle differences. An alerting function predicts variation
in probability of and/or latency to receiver response in the
presence versus absence of an alerting signal. An atten-
tion-altering function, however, predicts variation in the
accuracy with which a receiver assesses a signal in the
presence versus absence of an attention-altering signal.
One hypothesis suggests constraints imposed by the
transmission environment and peripheral sensory struc-
tures of the receiver (alerting) while the other suggests

constraints imposed by the psychology of the receiver and
processing capabilities (attention-altering) (Guilford and
Dawkins 1991).

3. Context: A context hypothesis states that the presence
of one signal provides a context in which a receiver
can interpret and respond to a second signal. It has
long been understood that a receiver’s response to a
single signal is often context-dependent (Smith 1965),
and this should be no less true for complex signals.
The role of one signal in a complex display may be to
simply provide a context in which another signal can
be interpreted. A possible example of this is provided
by the interaction between signals in snapping shrimp,
Alpheus heterochaelis. Produced by both sexes, a vi-
sually based ‘open chela’ signal elicits different re-
sponses depending on the sex of the signaler (Hughes
1996). Males showed a greater response to the visual
open chela display in the presence of a chemical signal
from a male versus a female, suggesting that the
chemical signal modified a male’s response to the vi-
sual signal. Male response depended on chela size (the
visual signal) when presented with a female’s chemical
signal but not when presented with a male’s chemical
signal, further suggesting that the response to the vi-
sual signal depends on the chemical signal (Hughes
1996). In short, in this system, the chemical signal
seems to provide information about the signaler’s sex,
information that is key to the interpretation of the vi-
sual signal.

Several recent studies using chicks (G. gallus domes-
ticus) have also demonstrated an interaction between the
odor pyrazine and color aversion, suggesting an increased
discrimination function. In the absence of pyrazine,
chicks show no discrimination among colors and only in
the presence of pyrazine do they show an aversion to
yellow and red but not to green or purple (Rowe and
Guilford 1996; Rowe and Guilford 1999b). Thus, an un-
learned aversion to an aposematic display is observed
only in the presence of a particular odor. Another ex-
periment using chicks also demonstrated an interaction
between the presence of odors (pyrazines and almond)
and an ingestible visual stimulus (food and water). The
interaction was observed in the latency to eat or drink. In
the presence of pyrazines and almond odors, chicks took
longer to eat or drink, but this increased latency was only
observed when the ingestible stimulus was novel-colored
(Marples and Roper 1996). These results suggest an in-
teraction in which the presence of an odor enhances a
chick’s neophobia, or unlearned aversion (Marples and
Roper 1996). The mechanism underlying this unlearned
discrimination and enhanced neophibia is currently un-
known, but it is possible that the odor provides a context
in which to assess color.

4. Emergence: An emergence hypothesis states that a re-
ceiver is better able to discriminate among signalers
due to the emergent properties of combining multiple
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signals in such a way that a new, unique signal is
formed. In this instance, one signal does not increase
the discriminability of a second, but instead, both sig-
nals combined create a novel signal that can potentially
vary among individuals. The various ways in which
multiple components might combine allows for a po-
tentially large repertoire of complex signals. The need
for many unique signals may be of particular impor-
tance where individual recognition is favored, for ex-
ample, in many social systems. In a recent study ex-
amining the variable facial and abdominal markings of
Polistes fuscatus wasps, Tibbetts (2002) demonstrated
that combinations of these markings mediated indi-
vidual recognition. Individual recognition, achieved
through complex signaling, is important in establishing
and maintaining the dominancy hierarchy within the
nest (Tibbetts 2002).

Increased learning and memory

The category of hypotheses involving increased learning
and memory represents instances where the presence of
one signal increases a receiver’s ability to learn and/or
remember another signal or the entire display. While it is
clear that the ability of a receiver to learn and remember a
complex signal can be affected by inter-signal interac-
tions, the underlying mechanism is not known. Thus, we
do not distinguish any specific hypotheses within this
more general category.

Examples of inter-signal interactions increasing
learning and memory are few, but are becoming more
prevalent as interest in the field increases. Rats (Rattus
norvegicus) have been shown to learn to avoid distasteful
water more quickly when a pyrazine odor is present
versus absent (Kaye et al. 1989). Domestic chicks (G.
gallus domesticus) enhanced their rate of learning to
avoid distasteful water of a familiar color in the presence
of a novel odor (Roper and Marples 1997). Sound has also
been shown to interact with visual stimuli in domestic
chicks. Rowe (2002) trained chicks to find food that was
hidden underneath hats of two different colors (green and
purple), either in the presence or absence of a sound. The
presence of sound significantly increased the speed with
which the chicks learned to avoid unrewarding hats
(Rowe 2002). It seems likely that complex signaling may
be relevant in the efficacy of imprinting as well. While
relatively few studies have examined the role of inter-
signal interactions in learning and memory in nonhuman
animals, the prominence of this role in human commu-
nication (reviewed in Rowe 1999) suggests that when we
look more closely, nonhuman examples may be common.

Increased deception

The increased deception category of hypotheses states
that the presence of one signal decreases the accuracy
with which a receiver responds to another signal. Sig-

nalers may not always endeavor to increase detection,
discrimination and memory, but instead to reduce them.
Particular combinations of signals or components can
create illusions that deceive the eye, or other sensory
devices, and thus convey inaccurate information to a re-
ceiver in a way that benefits a signaler. For example,
interactions between motion and color against a natural
background have been shown to alter a predator’s ability
to detect and successfully attack prey. By using complex
anti-predator signals, individuals can increase the proba-
bility of their escape. The interaction of particular striped
patterns, for example, with directed motion can deceive a
predator as to the prey’s true velocity (Jackson et al. 1976;
Brodie 1992). Predators confronted with a complex signal
selected for increased deception would be more likely to
make mistakes in calculating distance/direction/or speed
of prey when presented with an entire complex signal as
compared to when certain components or signals are re-
moved.

Practical approaches to assessing complex signal function

Thus far, we have outlined general categories of complex
signal function, provided examples where possible, and
attempted to highlight key predictions for the hypotheses
presented. Another goal of this review was to provide a
platform from which future researchers can launch ex-
plorations of new systems and new taxa. One major pat-
tern that emerged from compiling the studies cited in this
manuscript is that researchers use two distinct approaches
in exploring complex signal function: (1) a signal(er)-
based approach and (2) a receiver-based approach. While
both approaches are certainly valid, depending on the
taxon in question, the amount and type of background
information available, and the intuition of the researcher,
one approach may initially make more sense than another.
In the end, a full understanding of the topic of complex
signaling will require both approaches.

In studying complex signaling, we recommend that
four key questions (not in any particular order) be ad-
dressed: (1) Do the signals covary and if so, is it a positive
or a negative covariance? (2) Do any/all of the signals
covary with signaler quality? (3) Are the signals neces-
sary and/or sufficient to elicit a receiver response? (4)
Does the presence of one signal influence the receiver’s
response to a second? Answering these questions for any
given system should permit one to narrow down the
possible hypotheses relating to the function of a complex
display.

Discussion

Throughout our review, we have attempted to make three
points:

1. Complex signals form functional units upon which
selection acts.
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2. Both content-based and efficacy-based selection pres-
sures may account for complex signal function.

3. Individual components of complex signals need not be
independent, but can interact in a functional way.

Our overall goal with this review is to provide a
workable framework of hypotheses relating to complex
signal function, using key examples where applicable.
Our hope is that this framework will help to guide studies
of complex signaling and to provide a foundation upon
which future studies can build.

How much work lies ahead of us in the area of com-
plex signaling is perhaps best illustrated by an example
involving honeybee waggle dance communication, one of
the classic case studies in animal communication. Despite
intense study of this communication system over a period
of 50 years, questions still remain regarding how infor-
mation about the distance and direction of floral resources
is transferred from dancer to follower bees and even less
about how candidate signals in the dance are integrated to
convey that information (Dyer 2002). In Apis mellifera,
three sensory modalities have been implicated as vehicles
of spatial information about floral resources: airborne
sounds of ca. 250 Hz produced by the dancers’ wings,
substrate-borne vibrations of 10–15 Hz produced by the
dancers body movements, and tactile stimuli. It is con-
ceivable that each putative signal encodes distance and
directional information conveyed by the dance. If so, the
multimodal nature of the dance might function to confirm
information (redundant signal hypothesis). Alternatively,
the various signals might back each other up in a noisy
and variable social environment (efficacy backup hy-
pothesis). Or, given that substrate-borne vibrations may
be more detectable farther from the dancer than are the
near-field sounds, and may be more accessible than tactile
signals to more bees, use of multiple signals might reflect
some kind of trade-off between signal range and reli-
ability (efficacy trade-off hypothesis). Unfortunately, not
only do we not have evidence bearing on these various
hypotheses, we are not yet certain to what extent each
component encodes distance and/or direction. For in-
stance, while sound potentially conveys both distance and
directional information, experiments to date do not rule
out the possibility that the sound simply attracts follower
bees to a dancer, but is not itself the modality conveying
spatial information (Dyer 2002). Such an interpretation
suggests yet a fourth hypothesis, namely that the dancers
sounds improve the efficacy of the signal conveying
spatial information (cf. increased detection hypothesis).

Providing further documentation for the functional
basis of complex signals will be challenging for a variety
of reasons. First, as illustrated by the example of the
waggle dance, the hypotheses put forward in this review
are generally not mutually exclusive and, in many cases,
more than one hypothesis may account for complex signal
function. Second, it is possible that some complex signals
may not be functional units, but might only appear to be
(i.e., signals may be emitted coincident in time and space
but may otherwise be independent). Moreover, complex

displays may not always be synchronized in time. The
issue of sequential versus simultaneous signaling is ex-
tremely important, albeit beyond the scope of the present
review. Third, distinguishing among hypotheses can be
extremely challenging since the various approaches to
unraveling the function of complex signals are vastly
different in terms of techniques and terminology. Ulti-
mately, one needs to incorporate both signal(er)-based
and receiver-based approaches to testing hypotheses in
order to understand the function of any complex signal
fully. Fourth, the predictions and tests of all hypotheses
become yet more complicated by the fact that complex
signals may consist of more than two parts. As the
number of modalities and signals/components increases,
so does the difficulty in testing predictions and distin-
guishing between alternative explanations.

Critical to all of these issues is an experimental ap-
proach in which components of a complex signal are
manipulated and receiver responses to isolated versus
combined components are assayed. It has not always been
easy to decompose a complex signal in order to evaluate
its components and a possible interaction among them. In
this regard, recent advances in video technology and ro-
botics will greatly facilitate the analysis of complex sig-
nals.

Finally, we focused throughout this review almost
exclusively on the benefits that complex signals provide
to the signaler and sometimes to the receiver. However,
we know that signals are often costly (Hasson 1994).
Given that signals are costly, in order for complex sig-
naling to evolve, the benefits of such signaling must
outweigh the costs. The added costs of complex signaling
that we envision signalers having to overcome include:
added energy expenditure, increased conspicuousness to
potential predators, and added avenues for eavesdropping
or aggressive mimicry. While our goal here was not to
implement general theories of signaling that make a
complete accounting of benefits and costs, such an ac-
counting must ultimately be made if we are to fully un-
derstand the form and distribution of complex signaling in
nature.
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